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Lord & Taylor presents  its  new "Fall Fete" campaign. Image courtesy of Lord & Taylor
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The oldest U.S. department store chain, Lord & Taylor, has a new "Fall Fete" campaign which is the initial step
towards a completely revamped digital-led image for the historic luxury retailer.

Despite its longstanding 200 year history, Lord & Taylor has not had a brick-and-mortar presence since its 2021
liquidation when the chain filed for bankruptcy. The retailer will revitalize its business image with Fall Fete, using the
bold new campaign as a means to pay tribute to its history and give a glimpse into its future.

"Our goal was to digitize the brand and create an elevated online experience," said Tim Bitici, creative director for
Lord & Taylor, in a statement.

"We wanted to create a diverse, multi-generational fall campaign that spoke to everyone, and the fall campaign shot
by Max Papendieck does just that," he said. "In addition, it was important for us to simplify our logo."

"We landed with a classic, yet modern Helvetica font, then juxtaposed it with a transparent ampersand to add that
extra edge."

Retail revamp
The historic department store is intent on improving the user experience for online customers. In addition, Lord &
Taylor is invested in helping customers discover must-haves as they continue in their respective fa also welcoming
exclusive international brands such as Mos Mosh + V Italia, ICHI and Atelier Reve.
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A post shared by Lord & Taylor (@lordandtaylor)

The new Lord & Taylor Fall Fete campaign film

Lord & Taylor is giving its offerings a complete makeover and expanding beyond clothing. The U.S.-based
department store will now move beyond clothing and offer home amenities, accessories, travel, beauty and more.

The brand's legacy will be grounded in inclusivity moving forward as the store will now cater to people of all
shapes and offer luxury garments in a wider variety of sizes. What lies ahead for the iconic American brand is a
renewed championing of both diversity and high quality luxury.

In 2020, Lord & Taylor had $137.9 million in debt at the time of the Chapter 11 bankruptcy filing in Richmond,
Virginia (see story). Since being acquired by Saadia Group, the historic retailer has been given a new chance at
being the go-to department store for accessible luxury in 2022 and the years beyond.
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